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Get on the freeway with RPA

Blazing fast 
processes with 

our robots

Accuracy In-depth analysis Cost Savings Speed and Scale

Experiencing 
process hiccups ?



Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a technology that helps 

you design, build, train, operate and manage software bots that 

automate repetitive and predictable human tasks executed 

using a software, e.g. read a PDF invoice, enter the invoice into 

an Excel sheet, punch an order into a legacy system, copy-paste 

information from an ERP system into a customer order system 

because they are not integrated, etc. RPA helps you deploy a 

digital workforce that executes volumes of repetitive tasks 

without any human intervention. This army of software bots 

once trained, will execute such tasks flawlessly, giving you 

complete control and visibility into their execution. The bots are 

humble (and smart) enough to hand-over tasks to humans in 

exceptional scenarios when they do not know how to execute.

RPA is your 2-way bridge connecting 
data sources and applications Input from 

different sources
Straight through 

processing

Enter data into 
different systems

WHAT IS RPA?

Business Applications
(e.g. Core Banking, Loan 

Origination, Policy Administration)

IT SYSTEMS 

ERP, CRM, 

ITSM, HRMS, 

LEGACY SYSTEMS

Automatically enters 

inputs from source systems 

into target systems

Rule-Based Decision-Making



DO YOU HAVE A PATTERN?

you have a case for RPA...

Take over repetitive tasks

that employees carry out

50-60 times a day

Periodic reporting, data

entry and data analysis

Mass email generation,

archiving, extracting

Conversion of data

formats and graphics

ERP transactions Process lists and 

file storage



RPA  PLATFORM



USE CASES

Excel 

Automation

HR 

Automation

Chatbot

 Automation

Front Office 

Automation

Middle Office

 Automation

ERP

Automation

Back Office

 Automation

Web UI 

Automation

Employee Separation 

Data Aggregation

Insurance Payment

Shared Folder Access

Procure-to-Pay

CSV File Imports

Reconciliation

Quotation to Agent

Quotation

Loan De-Duplication

Salary transfer

CC limit

Employee Contracts

Supplier Management

On-boarding

Password Reset

Incident Resolution

Credit verification



USE CASE
Digital Enterprise with NLP / Chatbot

Chat 
Applications

Conversation and 
Automated Resolution

Customer
background

My lever balance

Update my 
employee record

Make Shipment

Opportunity Status Self-service

Dialogflow

wit.ai

Conversational
Platform

Virtual
Assistant

Connector

Ready Bots

Machine
Learning

Target
Systems

ERP

IT Systems & Business Systems

f
S

Active
Directory

HRMS

Core 
Banking Messaging

Applicatio
ns

ITSM



IT/HR Function - Before and After Automation

USE CASE



AI

Robotic Process

Automation

Machine Learning,

Chatbot and NLP

Extract,Transform,

Load

Rapid API

Integration

Ready Bots for

IT, HR & Business

Intelligent Automation ensures all operations are done at faster speed and upto 80% reduced 

cost with almost zero errors. Intelligent Automation comes with all the essential technologies 

such as AI, Machine Learning, Ready bots and Chatbots.

RPA ETL API Ready Bots

......

WHY AUTOMATIONEDGE

250+ Ready Bots Upto 80% Cost Reduction Visible ROI from 4 weeks

TAT Improvement from hours to minutes Zero Errors



EDGE OVER COMPETITION 

Ready Adaptors
AutomationEdge has adaptors ready for 

many applications and systems

Industry’s Best
AutomationEdge has best spreadsheet processing

speed, arguably fastest RPA engine.

Automation platform for Digital World 
Workflow, Chatbot, Robot farm, UI drivers, 

API Quick integration platform, OCR, 

Ready algorithms

Start Small 
Start small and then go big

Partners and Professional Services

Speed of deployment

Enterprise grade RPA

Security, Audit Trail, Reporting, Scale, Speed,

Horizontal scaling, Self-Service



MARKETPLACE - READY BOTS STORE

+

***-
AML - Entity 
Screening

ERP

LOGIN

*****

HR

SAP and OracleEmployee onboarding,
offboarding
HR case management

Ready bot to scan data with 
latest banned entity list from
OFAC, EU, UK, AU
Match score

Ready bot for salesforce,
SugarCRM
Create, Update, Search CRM

Ready bots 250+ IT Ready
actions
Wizard to connect to your SD
SD, NOC, Password reset
Automation

Google Analytics

Read data from
google analytics

Read and update
database MS SQL,
Oracle, Postgre
SQL, Db2,
MongoDB

Fast excel operations 
to read, write and check
rules

DatabaseExcel



DON’T REINVENT

Service Management & 
Applications MDM

Operating system and 
public cloud

Cyber security 

DatabaseStorageMonitoring Systems

Messaging & Collaboration

Over 250 ready bots! A distinct advantage over competition

AutomationEdge seamlessly connects with leading applications across industries and functions



Large enterprises trust  AutomationEdge



AutomationEdge is an intelligent robotic process automation product that includes 

essential technologies for the automation of front office, middle office, back office and 

IT operations.

AutomationEdge provides Chatbots, intelligent automation robots, AI and machine 

learning capabilities that help customers reduce costs, improve response time, grow 

business and achieve compliance. AutomationEdge provides ready Bots, or a suitable 

development environment to build new Bots.

About AutomationEdge



Let us help you with your digital automation journey.

An innovation driven organization, ETH India has been in existence since twenty years and for 

long had been the technology arm of the group that pioneered several path breaking 

technologies and business innovations such as GSM services, wired and wireless broadband, 

mass affordable education through network of learning centers, ERP solutions for Education, F&B 

and Telecom. ETHDC Abu Dhabi is a subsidiary of ETH India and operational since last one year.

With clients and operations spread in India and GCC, ETH has been powering international schools 

with its state-of-the-art Digital Campus product and integrating it with internal & external 

stakeholders as well as with internet of things. Experience in diverse technologies, domains and 

processes gives us a distinct advantage and a credible contender to be your trusted success partner 

for getting your business processes on the fast lane through robotic process automation.

RPA Assurance With ETH



rpa@ethdigitalcampus.ae


